Gaining Experience in Preparation for Assessment in: Units from
Sport, Fitness and Recreation Training Package (SIS10)

Context
MOEC provides training programs for teachers and outdoor leaders with experience in leading others in outdoor activities.

Details
If you have little or no experience, our guide level programs and assessments are not suitable for you. Even after you have completed one of our basic skills courses, it will be necessary for you to build knowledge and skills by participating in outdoor activities and practising leading others outdoors. As MOEC’s primary responsibility is to our school student programs, we have little scope to provide opportunities for you to achieve this with us.

Here are some ways to gain further experience:

1. Join a club or group offering an activity program
2. Volunteer for an organisation that offers the activity
3. Volunteer for work experience with a guide or instructor
4. Pay a guide or instructor to provide you with activity experience
5. Join a full training program with TAFE
6. Join a full training program with a specialist RTO such as “The Outdoor Training College”

An internet search will assist you to identify if any of these options are available to you in your area.

If you wish to know about training information and options see: www.training.gov.au

Further Information

Here are a few of the clubs and organisations to contact:

- Bushwalking Queensland
- Queensland Canoeing
- Queensland Orienteering (learn navigation the fun way)
- Queensland Rogaining (Competitive bushwalking)
- Surf Lifesaving Queensland
- Swimming Queensland
- Australian Climbing Instructors Association